This is a generalization of our prior work on the compact fixed point theory for the elliptic Rosseland-type equations. Inspired by the Rosseland equation in the conduction-radiation coupled heat transfer, we use the locally arbitrary growth conditions instead of the common global restricted growth conditions. Its physical meaning is: the absolute temperature should be positive and bounded.
Introduction
Suppose S = (0, T ) where T is a positive constant. Consider the following parabolic problem:
(1.1)
The weak solution can be defined as the following: find u,
(so we know the boundary and initial conditions) For the definitions of these spaces, see [1, 4] . For the Rosseland equation: A(z, x, t) = K(x, t) + z 3 B(x, t), where K(x, t) and B(x, t) are symmetric and positive definite.
(1) K(x, t) + z 3 B(x, t) is positive definite only in an interval for z. (2) it doesn't satisfy the common growth and smooth conditions and there may be no C 2,γ estimate (Theorem 15.11 [6] ). The problem of the existence theory for the Rosseland equation (also named diffusion approximation) was proposed by Laitinen [11] in 2002. It may be useful to keep this equation in mind while reading this paper.
It's a little technical to prove the existence by the fixed point method in [12, 13] . We will use L 2 (Q T ) in this paper.
Firstly, we make the following assumptions.
Here we use the Einstein summation convention.
(A4) A(z, x, t) is uniformly continuous with respect to z in C, where
Remark 1.1 In fact, we had considered a general case: parabolic equations with (c(x)ρ(x)u) ′ , nonnegative bounded mixed boundary conditions and right-hand term f (z, x, t) [13] .
If a pq is uniformly Hölder continuous with respect to z, (A4) is natural since
(1.10)
The last imbedding is compact.
For the mixed boundary conditions, we can let
(1.17)
2 Linearized map and fixed point Theorem 2.1 (Corollary 11.2 [6] ) Let C be a closed convex set in a Banach space B and let L be a continuous mapping of C into itself such that the image LC is precompact. Then L has a fixed point.
Lemma 2.1
The following set
is a closed convex set in the Banach space L 2 (Q T ).
. So L has a fixed point in C.
Proof (1) For the a priori estimate, since
(2.39)
For the well-posedness (the existence, uniqueness and the estimate in W ) of w, (w − g) ∈ W , we refer to Galerkin method (page 171 [1] , page 77 [3] , page 205-211 [4] ; for mixed problems, see Theorem 2.2 [8] ).
(
W is a Hilbert and thus a reflexive space, so there exists a subsequence {i k } and v 0 = (w 0 − g) ∈ W such that
(2.48)
, using the natural map into its second dual (page 89 [5] ),
For the boundary condition,
(2.60)
Nonlinear maximal regularity
For the linear parabolic/ellptic equations with nonsmooth data, the theory of maximal regularity has been established [7, 8, 9, 10] . In brief, maximal regularity is about the smoothness of the data-to-solutionmap [10] . This smooth dependence has its physical meaning: many physical processes are stable with respect to the parameters (except the chaos and critical theory). For the mathematicians, "the door is open to apply the powerful theorems of differential calculus"( [10] , e.g. the Implicit Function Theorem).
In the following, we will discuss the continuous dependence (between the solutions and the data) for the parabolic equations with locally arbitrary growth conditions (e.g. Rosseland-type).
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